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MEASURES ON BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS

WIESLAW GLÓWCZYÑSKI

(Communicated by Andreas R. Blass)

Abstract. We give, under some set-theoretical assumptions, an example of

complete, ccc, weakly (w, cc)-distributive, countably generated Boolean alge-

bra without any strictly positive Maharam submeasure.

The problem of the existence of a complete, ccc, weakly (co, oo)-distributive

Boolean algebra is an old one. Maharam [M] solved it assuming existence of a

Suslin line; see also [V3] and [F].

We use the topological definitions as in [E], the Boolean measure definitions as

in [F], and the set-theoretical ones as in [J]. We also use the standard notation, in

particular V£° , MA, -i CH abbreviate "for all but finitely many k 's," Martin's

Axiom, and negation of the continuum hypothesis. The symbols A, V, A

denote infimum, supremum and symmetric difference in Boolean algebras; by

3s (X) we mean the power set of X.

For /, g e wco, we say that g <* f iff the set {n e co\f(n) < g(n)} is

finite and let (see [D])

b:=min{\^\\^ç "co and -(3/ e wco)(Vg e%f)g <* /}.

We shall say that the sequence {xn} of subsets of cardinal X converges to a

subsets x of X if and only if r\k€coUn>k(x^xn} = ® (m symD°ls> xB-tJc),

The following properties of —» convergence in the Boolean algebra AA°(X) are

easy to verify:

(LO) If xn —► x and xn —► y, then x = y .

(LI) If xn = x for all n , then xn —► x .

(L2) If xn —► x , then any subsequence also converges to x .

(L3) If xn -^ x (i.e., it is false that xn —► x), then there is a subsequence

y m °f xn sucn t^iat' f°r any subsequence zp of ym , zp ■<•* x .

It means that the pair (AP(X), —►) is an F* (see [E] for definitions of an L*

space and of an S* space). But in some models of set theory, we have more.
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Proposition 1. If X < b, then the pair (AA°(X), —>) satisfies the following diagonal,

Fréchet's condition:

If xn-* x for n —> co and for each n, xn k —» xn for k —► oo,

(L4) then there exists a sequence of numbers g(n) suchthat xn   , , —<■

x for n —* oo .

It means that the pair (AAP(X), —>) is an S* space.

Proof. Let xn —> x . Then

*-niK-urK-
k  n>k k  n>k

So for each a e X there exists m   such that
a

^n>maa&Xn)     OT     (V«>»A  £  *„) •

Because xn k —* xk so

Vn>my7a£Xn,k)     Or     <V.^>£W *..*).

and hence

V">m„\(«)(V/t>^(«)Q6A,/t)     0r     (V^>gQ(«)Q   ̂   A,fc)-

So for fixed a we may obtain a function ga : co —> co. If X < b, then there is

g: co —► co such that ga < g for each a < A. It is easy to see that xn   ., -+

x.    D

Into the set ^(A), we introduce the following topology x : we call a set F

open if whenever iê(/ and xB-»i then xneU for « sufficiently large.

Lemma 1.  (i)   (3°(X), x)  is a  Tx, a sequential topological space and the -*

convergence is the same as topological convergence.

(ii) If X < b, then (£P(X), x) is a Fréchet space.

Proof. For (i), see [Ki]; for (ii), [E, pp. 90-91] and Proposition 1.   □

We give some other topological properties of (&(X), x).

Proposition 2. The space (3°(X),x) is

(i) homogeneous,

(ii) Hausdorjf,
(iii) not regular for X > co, and

(iv) sequentially compact for X <2W and under MA.

Proof. For (i) and (ii), see [S].

(iii) Let C denote the set of all countable subsets of cox . The set C is closed.

We show that for any open neighborhood U of cox e AP(X) the intersection

C n cl u ¿ 0.
We use an Ulam matrix. Let fa: co —► a + 1, for a < cox , be surjections.

We define

Aa,n '•= (íe(Bll/í(n) =«}•
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The matrix {Aa¡n}1^   has the following two properties: first, \JnewAa,n =

{£|a < € < «i} ; and second, if a < ß < cox , then Aa nnAß n = 0.

For each a < cox we have:

»i-ttuu IK.«=U IqUIK« •
k€con<k k€w \        n<k J

Let Ba k := a u Un<jt A „ • The set U is open in AAP(X), so for each a < cox

there exists ka < co such that Ba k e U. There are k < co and S ç cox of

cardinality <a, such that for each a e S we have ka = k .

Let a0 < «j < a2 < ■ ■ ■ be a sequence of elements of S and ß :=

supan; let bn := Ba k. We claim that bn —► ß. The nonobvious inclu-

sion is C]k \Jn>k bn ç ß . Suppose this inclusion is not true. Then there exists

A > ß such that for infinitely many n we have t\ e (J/<fc Aa l and there ex-

ists /0 such that A e Aa ¡ for infinitely many n . It is not possible because

A    ,nA     , = 0 for n ¿ m .
an,l amA

It follows that ß eclU . Since ß e C as well, we obtain the result.

(iv) If MA holds then for X < 2W, the set 3°(X) with Tychonoff topol-

ogy (which is obviously weaker than t) is a sequentially compact space; see

[M-S].   D

Corollary 1. The space (AP(X), x) with operation A is not a topological group

for X> co.

Proof. It follows from Proposition 2(iii).   □

Remark I. Corollary 1 answers (without any set-theoretical assumptions) the

question posed by Savelev [S].

Let / ç â°(X) be a cr-ideal such that the quotient algebra ¿?(X)II satisfies

the countable chain condition (ccc for short). In the complete Boolean algebra

£A(X)/I, we induce a topology x by the following convergence:

xn^xiñ l\ \J(xAxn) = 0,
k€w n>k

i.e., in the same way as x by —<■ on AP(X).

The => convergence satisfies conditions (LO), (LI), (L2).

The relation between => convergence and the topological convergence for the

topology t is given by the following:

Lemma 2. The topology x is the same as the topology induced by (topological)

convergence in x.

The sequence xn topologically converges to x iff every subsequence ym of xn

has subsequence z   such that z  => x.

Proof. See [Du].   D
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It is not hard to show

Lemma 3. Topology x equals the quotient topology of x and the natural mapping

is open.

Corollary 2. If X < b then (9°(X)/I, x) is a Fréchet space.

By a Maharam submeasure on complete Boolean algebra A, we mean a

function p: A —► [0, 1] such that

(a) p(x) = 0 iff x = 0;

(b) if x <y , then p(x) < p(y) ;

(c) p(xVy) < p(x) + p(y); and

(d) if Ak€(0 \Jn>k(xnAx) = 0, then lim^^ p(xn) = p(x).

Similarly, as in the case of measure, we have:

Proposition 3. Let D be a subspace of the reals of uncountable cardinality < Ia.

Let I be a a-ideal of 3°(D) such that 9°(D)/I is ccc. If MA holds, there is
no Maharam submeasure on AP(D)/I.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the nonexistence of a nontrivial, nonnegative

function p on £P(D) which is zero on points and satisfies as (b), (c), and (d)

as in the definition of Maharam submeasure.

The set F is a Q-set; i.e., every subset of D is Gs in D. If Y ç D,

then Y = f)n€(0 Gn , where Gn is a monotonically decreasing sequence of open

subsets of D. Then p(Gn) —► p(Y), and hence p(Y) = 0 iff, for each £ > 0,

there is an open set G D Y and p(G) < e. Now we may repeat the classical

proof of the statement 'MA implies the nonexistence of measure on sets with

cardinality < 2W' (for example see [J, pp. 563-564]).   D

Now we can prove the main theorem of this paper.

Theorem 1. IfCon(ZFC+ there exists a measurable cardinal) then Con(ZFC+

MA-l—AH+ there exists a complete, weakly (co, oo)-distributive, ccc, atomless

Boolean algebra without any Maharam submeasure).

Proof. Let M be a countable transitive model with measurable cardinal k ,

and let / be a nonprincipal k-complete prime ideal over k . By forcing it to

satisfy ccc, we may obtain model M[G] for MA and k <2W (see [Ku]). Then

in M [G] ideal J , defined as

x e J iff x ç y for some y e I,

is a fj-saturated, K-complete ideal over k (see [J, p. 425]).

In M[G] the Boolean algebra A(k)/7 is complete, atomless, satisfies ccc

and (by Corollary 2 and Lemma 2) Fréchet diagonal condition (L4) for =>

convergence. This implies weak (co, oo)-distributivity of â°(K)/J (see [V2]).

By Proposition 3, on ¿P(k)/J there is no Maharam submeasure.    D

Remark 2.

•   In the model considered above, there is no Suslin line, because MA +

-i CH is true.
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• In the Boolean ¿?(k)/J, there is no finite-additive, strictly positive

measure (see Kelley [1959]).

• The method used in the proof of Proposition 3 above shows additionally

that £P(k)/J is countably generated.

The weak (co, oo)-distributivity of algebra ¿P(k)IJ had been proved inde-

pendently and by different method by A. Kamburelis.
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